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Author's response to reviews: see over
Dear Editor

Thanks for the review.

We can agree to all the changes suggested and have tried to comply with reviewer comments (marked in green) on all issues.

Our changes in the text are marked in red, further we have added 3 new references (12-14).

I hope this will satisfy the reviewer

Best Regards

Peter KM Jensen

Major compulsory revisions:
1. Page 2, paragraph 2 of the abstract is confusing. The paper states that the Vietnamese health authorities are asking farmers to compost human excreta in double vault composting latrines (DVC) for not less than 6 months and that what is at issue here is that some farmers use the excreta in 3 to 4 months, based on crop cycles. The abstract implies the Vietnamese health authorities wish to “convince Vietnamese farmers to adopt different fertilizing methods.” Does this mean not using human excreta, composted or not? The body of the article implies it is a containment issue, not a primary material issue. Which is it?

--------- Inserted “When reusing human excreta”

2. Page 3, Paragraph 2: I continue to find the interchangeable use of the word “latrine” and “DVC” problematic. The authors state that single vault latrines are illegal, but then go on to say, “The farmers need cheap fertilizer and although they know that latrine content can be harmful to human health, they still believe it has a very positive impact on their agricultural production.” Are the authors implying that the contents of the DVC are known to be harmful to health? Or are they referring to the single vault, drop-pit latrine? There is a difference here – according to Vietnamese law and also with regard to potential exposure to pathogens. The phrase “they still believe it has a very positive impact….” Is also problematic. Does it or doesn’t it have a positive impact on agriculture? I am guessing it does, since the farmers continue to use excreta – composted or not – in their fields.

--------- Inserted: The farmers need cheap fertilizer and although they know that the uncomposted latrine content can be harmful to human health, they still believe that it has a very positive nutrient impact on their agricultural production
The word latrine is changed to DVC where the text only refers to the double vault composting latrine. The five times the word latrine is currently used in paper is where the text refers to all non sewage toilets inc DVC, pitt latrine, single vault etc.

3. Page 4, paragraph 1: Please add information that reflects whether or not the stated helminth infections are a direct result of unprocessed excreta reuse and whether or not composted excreta (in the DVC) reduces helminth density. This is relevant, as the authors leave the reader to assume the use of excreta in the fields is trouble – whether composted or not. (The Vietnamese health authorities seem to think composting for 6 months addresses health concerns, which we must assume, encompasses helminth infections)

In a country like Vietnam where rural areas are hard hit by helminth infections, and these has been associate to reuse of unhygienic human excreta in agriculture, successful hygiene promotion is vital [8]

4. Page 5, paragraph 1: It is important that the reader know if composting excreta in the DVC for 3 to 4 months, rather than 6, is inadequate to reduce helminth populations (or any other pathogen of concern). Again, the authors are asking the reader to assume that 3 to 4 months of composting is inadequate. But it seems to me such assumptions shouldn't be made. A reference to relevant studies would be adequate.

Inserted:
Apart from de-worming campaigns, the Vietnamese authorities attempt to combat the high levels of helminth infections by issuing guidelines that stipulate a minimum of six months’ composting (retention) for the DVC content [11], this minimum period of retention time has also been recommended in other studies and reviews [12-14]. However, our studies …..


Minor Essential Revisions:
5. Beginning on page 5, throughout the rest of the paper: Change “phosphorus” to “phosphorusus.”

All has been changed